Abstract. Let A be a local ring and let I ⊂ A be an ideal of positive height. If J ⊂ I is a reduction of I, then the coefficient ideal a(I, J) is by definition the largest ideal a such that Ia = Ja. In this article we study the ideal a(I, J) when the Rees algebra R A (I) is Cohen-Macaulay.
Introduction
Let (A, m) be a local ring of dimension d having an infinite residue field, and let I ⊂ A be an ideal of height h. An ideal J ⊂ I is called a reduction of I if there exists an integer r ≥ 0 such that I r+1 = JI r . The least such integer r is called the reduction number of I with respect to J and is denoted by r J (I). Every minimal reduction is generated by the same number of elements. This number = (I) is called the analytic spread of I. If J ⊂ I is a reduction of I, Aberbach and Huneke defined in [1] the coefficient ideal a(I, J) as the largest ideal a such that Ia = Ja. The importance of this notion stems from the role it plays in Briançon-Skoda type theorems. The Briançon-Skoda theorem states that if the ring A is regular, then I n+ −1 ⊂ J n for all minimal reductions J ⊂ I and all integers n ≥ 0 (see [2] , [17] , [18] and [8] ). Recall here that given an ideal I ⊂ A, the integral closure of I, I, is the ideal of A consisting of all elements x ∈ A satisfying an equation of type x k + a 1 x k−1 + · · · + a k = 0 where a i ∈ I i (i = 1, . . . , k). Aberbach and Huneke could now prove a theorem that they called a Briançon-Skoda theorem with coefficients saying that if the ring A contains a field and the ideal I is m-primary, then I n+d−1 ⊂ a(I, J)J n ([1, Theorem 2.7] ). On the other hand, assuming that A is a regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero, Lipman showed in his article [15] Observe that in this case the Rees algebra R A (I) = n≥0 I n is always known to have rational singularities (see [13, Proposition 1.2] and [9, Proposition 2.1]). In particular, it is Cohen-Macaulay. The purpose of this article is to investigate the coefficient ideal a(I, J) under the assumption that R A (I) is Cohen-Macaulay. We suppose, moreover, that the ring A is Gorenstein, the ideal I satisfies the condition G (i.e. µ(I p ) ≤ ht p for every p ∈ V (I) with ht p ≤ −1), and that depth A/I n ≥ d−h−n+1 for n = 1, . . . , −h. Our main result, Theorem 3.4, now says that for any minimal reduction J ⊂ I the coefficient ideal a(I, J) coincides with the ideal Γ(X, I
h−1 ω X ) ⊂ A where X = Proj R A (I). In fact, when h > 1, this means that a(I, J) can be identified with the homogeneous component [ω RA (I) ] h−1 of the canonical module ω RA (I) . It follows in particular that a(I, J) is independent of the minimal reduction J. Moreover, if r = r J (I), then a(I, J) = J r : I r , and in the case r ≤ − h + 1 we even get a(I, J) = J : I = · · · = JI r−1 : I r . As a corollary of Theorem 3.4 we can show that if A is a regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero and I is an equimultiple ideal such that R A (I) is normal and Cohen-Macaulay, then a(I, J) = adj(I h−1 ) if and only R A (I) has rational singularities (see Corollary 3.5). Finally, we observe in Proposition 3.7 that when A has pseudorational singularities, the ideals considered above in fact satisfy a sharpened version of the Briançon-Skoda theorem with coefficients saying that I n+h−1 ⊂ a(I, J)J n for all reductions J ⊂ I and all integers n ≥ 0.
Preliminaries
In the following all rings and schemes are assumed to be Noetherian. Moreover, all local rings are assumed to have an infinite residue field.
Let (A, m) be a local ring of dimension d which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring, and let I ⊂ A be an ideal of positive height. We first want to recall some results about the structure of the canonical module of a Rees algebra needed in the sequel. The canonical module of the Rees algebra R A (I) and especially its relationship with that of the form ring G A (I) have been investigated by several people (see e.g. [7] , [3] , [11] and [20] ). For the convenience of the reader we have collected the necessary results into Theorem 2.2 below. At the same time we want to point out that it is very natural to consider in this context also the canonical sheaf ω X of the scheme X = Proj R A (I). The sheaf ω X is then equal to the associated sheaf of the canonical module ω RA (I) . In general it is defined as 
Proof. Since the sheaf I n O X is locally principal, it is easily checked that the natural epimorphism
In order to prove the second claim, note first that a morphism
, and therefore a morphism JO X −→ F .
Recall that if S is a graded ring defined over a local ring, then the a-invariant
where M denotes the homogeneous maximal ideal of S.
Theorem 2.2. Let (A, m) be a local ring which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring, and let
I ⊂ A be an ideal of positive height. Set R = R A (I), G = G A (I) and X = Proj R A (I). Then the following hold: (a) ω R = n≥1 Γ(X, I n ω X ); (b) Γ(X, ω X ) ⊃ Γ(X, Iω X ) ⊃ Γ(X, I 2 ω X ) ⊃ . . . ; (c) Γ(X, I n ω X ) = Hom A (I, Γ(X, I n+1 ω X )) for all n ≥ 0; (d) The trace homomorphism Γ(X, ω X ) −→ ω A is always injective. It is bijective, if a(G) < 0; (e) When A is Cohen-Macaulay, there exists a monomorphism 0 −→ n≥1 Γ(X, I n−1 ω X )/Γ(X, I n ω X ) −→ ω G
which is an isomorphism if R is Cohen-Macaulay. In the case a(G) < 0, this gives
Proof. (a) Observe first that if S is any homogeneous graded ring defined over a local ring, then there are isomorphisms [
Corollary 2.9 and its proof]). Also note that [ω
Consider the Sancho de Salas sequence
where M denotes the homogeneous maximal ideal of R and E = X × A A/m (see [16, p. 150 
But this means that the trace homomorphism Γ(X, ω X ) −→ ω A is injective. We also observe that to prove the surjectivity, it is enough to show that [H d M (R)] 0 = 0. By looking at the long exact sequences of cohomology corresponding to the exact sequences
it is now easy to check that this is indeed the case when a(G) < 0.
(e) Consider the exact sequence
where Y = ProjG and j : Y −→ X is the inclusion. It is possible to express R as a quotient of a graded Cohen-Macaulay ring R such that dim R = dim R. Let i : X −→ X be the corresponding closed imbedding of schemes.
By taking global sections we get the exact sequence
These sequences give the desired monomorphism, because
If R is Cohen-Macaulay, then we can take R = R so that (3) becomes short exact. When n ≥ 1, the same also holds for (4) since we now have H 1 (X, ω X (n)) = 0 for all n ≥ 1. To see this, note first that by using the sequence (1) we obtain H Proof. Let π : X −→ Y be the canonical morphism. Since π is finite, we know that there exists an isomorphism
An application of Lemma 2.1 thus gives
The general theory of trace (see [4, Chapter III, Theorem 10.5] implies that there exists a commutative diagram
where e equals to the homomorphism
By the above this can be identified with
Hence every element of Hom
comes from multiplication by some element of ω A , which proves the claim.
The main results
We begin with the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let (A, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension d, and let I ⊂ A be an ideal of positive height such that R A (I) is Cohen-Macaulay. Set X = Proj R A (I). Then there is for all 0 < i ≤ d − 1 and n ∈ Z an isomorphism
Proof. Indeed, by the local-global duality of Lipman ([14, p. 188])
the homogeneous maximal ideal of R A (I).
Because R A (I) is Cohen-Macaulay, the Sancho de Salas sequence
Finally, by looking at the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence 0
Now recall from [1, Definition 1.2] that given two ideals J ⊂ I in a ring A, the coefficient ideal of I relative to J, a(I, J), is the largest ideal a such that aI = aJ. It is easy to see that the coefficient ideal always exists. Moreover, if grade a(I, J) > 0, then J is necessarily a reduction of I.
Let A be a Gorenstein local ring, and let I ⊂ A be an ideal of positive height. Set X = Proj R A (I). In the following we shall always consider the A-module Γ(X, ω X ) as an ideal of A by means of the trace homomorphism Γ(X,
The next observation is now crucial for the proof of our main Theorem 3.4. 
is surjective, which implies the first claim. The last claim is now immediate, because
For the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have to identify the associated primes of the ideal Γ(X, I
h−1 ω X ) ⊂ A. Therefore we still need 
. By change of notation we can therefore assume that p = m. We now have depth A/Ω n = 0. Let us show that depth Ω k−1 /Ω k = 0 for some k ≥ 1. Suppose the contrary. The exact sequences 
It then follows from [18, Remark 5.2] , that 
Recall from Theorem 2.2 (a) that ω R = n≥1 Γ(X, I n ω X ). Because ω R is CohenMacaulay, the Sancho de Salas sequence for ω R (see [16, p. Proof. Set X = ProjR A (I). Consider ω X as a subsheaf of the constant sheaf K where K is the quotient field of A. Since ω X is reflexive, we know that
Γ(X, I
h−1 ω X ) = codim {x}=1
But then Γ(X, I h−1 ω X ) is integrally closed as an intersection of integrally closed A-submodules of K (see [23, p. 349] ).
Finally, we want to point out that the ideals we have considered in this article satisfy the following sharpened version of the Briançon-Skoda theorem with coefficients. n ω X ) = J n−h+1 Γ(X, I h−1 ω X ) ⊂ J n−h+1 a(I, J) for n ≥ h − 1.
